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Introduction

This GLOMACS Purchasing & Logistics training seminar on Dynamic Simulation of Supply Chain and Logistics will help identify potential risks and plan for mitigation measures before the risks actually arise, adequately plan lead times, warehousing and inventory resources, as well as optimal number of transportation resources.

The analytical thinking alone is not enough to address the issues and challenges that are presented in modern supply chains. In order to be able to recognize the possible bottlenecks and opportunities, the Supply Chain and Logistics specialists need to have a tool that will enable them to model the supply chain and logistics activities and visualize the actual process in real time. They need to be able to perform experiments in a virtual world, which will enable them to execute their ideas without the risk of disturbing the supply chain in the real world.

This GLOMACS training seminar on Dynamic Simulation of Supply Chain and Logistic will highlight:

- Use of Dynamic simulation in the processes of Supply Chain Design and Analysis
- Planning for the potential risk and disturbances within a supply chain
- Optimization of inventory and transportation policies and resources
- Bullwhip effect management and reduction
- Analysis of new product introduction and potential distribution networks
- Evaluation of alternative supply chain improvement options within a simulated environment
- Transport resources optimization and fleet planning

Objectives

At the end of this GLOMACS training seminar, you will learn to:

- Perform a greenfield analysis of the Supply Chain
- Understand the risks of supply chain and logistics and the ways to simulate them
- Perform simulations that will help you with your inventory optimization
- Acquire the knowledge to predict possible bullwhip and ripple effects
- Visually present the whole process flow of your supply chain and logistics processes
- Use the tools for effective transportation planning
- Present the effects of the proposed changes through the changes in simulation outputs

Training Methodology

This GLOMACS Purchasing & Logistics training seminar on Dynamic Simulation of Supply Chain and Logistics uses a hands-on approach. The delegates will be provided with a Personal Learning Edition of the any Logistics software and will be walked through the examples of using the software for Supply Chain design, market planning, inventory optimization, warehouse practices improvement, risk management and customer satisfaction measurement.

Organisational Impact

As the Supply Chain and Logistics are very dynamic environment constant changes in the process are expected and therefore need to be addressed before we make physical changes in the supply chain itself by being able to simulate the effects of planned activities the companies will gain effective edge over their competition, as they will be able to test the solutions before they apply it and before the plans get crushed when colliding with the real world, as a result of sending their employees on this GLOMACS Purchasing & Logistics training seminar, organizations can expect to benefit from:

- The use of tools for the simulation of supply chain and logistics processes
- The knowledge of supply chain design and supply chain analytics
- Identify the actual risks and mitigation measures for their supply chains
- Understand patterns and possible bottlenecks as a result of planned changes
- Acquiring the knowledge of ripple and bullwhip effects identification trough simulations

Personal Impact

Delegates will learn how to perform the supply chain process design, identification of the distribution patterns and how are they implemented into the simulations, use of software for simulation of Supply Chain and Logistics processes, and airing personal learning edition of any Logistics supply chain simulation software. specifically, delegates will acquire:

- The structured knowledge of Supply Chain and Logistics dynamics
- Knowledge on risks associated with Supply Chain and Logistics activities
- Simulation techniques, advantages and limitations
- Step-by-step process of Supply Chain simulation
- Framework on how to analyze the results of experiments and simulations
- How to use simulation in their decision process?
- The benefits of simulated experiments

Who Should Attend?

This GLOMACS Purchasing & Logistics training seminar on Dynamic Simulation of Supply Chain and Logistics has been designed for any professionals within Supply Chain and Logistics, production, business analytics, service provision etc. The simulation techniques are applicable for multiple industries, and therefore professionals from many disciplines can attend this GLOMACS training course.

This GLOMACS training course is suitable to a wide range of professionals but will greatly benefit:

- Operation Managers
- Project Managers
- Supply Chain Managers
- Risk Managers
- Plant Managers
- Production Planners
- HR Managers
- Logistics Managers
- Plant Managers
- Bossiness Improvement Specialists
- Consultants
Seminar Outline

DAY 1

Supply Chain and Logistics Processes Through Simulation

- Supply Chain and Logistics Process Planning
- Basis of Dynamic Simulation
- Supply Chain Analytics Problems
- Analytical Optimization in Supply Chains and Logistics
- Dynamic Simulation

DAY 2

Supply Chain Design Through Simulation

- Greenfield Analysis
- Multi-echelon Supply Chains
- Identifying Potential Distribution Locations for a New Supply Chain
- Introduction to Any Logistics Simulation Package
- Performing a Simple Facilities Location Analysis with the Use of the Software
- Integration of Supply Chain Software with IT Infrastructure
- Supply Chain and Logistics Projects with Dynamic Simulation Software

DAY 3

Supply Chain Analysis Using Dynamic Simulation Performance

- Master Planning and Importing Data from Data Sources
- Capacity Estimation
- Exercise: Capacity Estimation of a Designed Supply Chain through Dynamic Simulation
- Service Level Analysis
- Exercise: Service Level Analysis of a Designed Supply Chain through Dynamic Simulation
- Presenting the Results
- Exporting Analysis Results to Excel and other Software

DAY 4

Inventory Optimization using Dynamic Simulation

- Inventory and Safety Stocks
- Inventory Optimization
- Exercise: Optimizing Safety Stocks and Reorder Points through Dynamic Simulation
- Examining Different Transportation Policies through Dynamic Simulation
- Fleet Utilization, Transportation Utilization, Transportation Cost and Lead Time
- Raw Materials Inventory Policies
- Choosing between FTL/LTL (Full Truck Load vs. Less Than Truckload) policies

DAY 5

Supply Chain Risk Assessment

- Supply Chain Risks
- Estimating the Supply Chain Risks Effect on the Revenue
- Planning for Prevention, Contingency and Recovery Measures
- Bullwhip Effect
- Planning for a Possible Interruption in Production
- Impact of Customer Behavior on Supply Chain Metrics
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

• Fees – Each fee is inclusive of Documentation, Lunch and refreshments served during the entire seminar.
• Mode of Payment – The delegate has the option to pay the course fee directly or request to send an invoice to his/her company/sponsor. Credit card and cheque payments are both acceptable.
• Cancellation / Substitution – Request for seminar cancellation must be made in writing & received three (3) weeks prior to the seminar date. A US$ 250.00 processing fee will be charged per delegate for each cancellation. Thereafter, we regret that we are unable to refund any fees due, although in such cases we would be happy to welcome a colleague who would substitute for you.
• Hotel Accommodation – is not included in the course fee. A reduced corporate rate and a limited number of rooms may be available for attendees wishing to stay at the hotel venue. Requests for hotel reservations should be made at least three (3) weeks prior to the commencement of the seminar. All hotel accommodation is strictly subject to availability and terms and conditions imposed by the hotel will apply.
• Attendance Certificate – a certificate of attendance will only be awarded to those delegates who successfully completed/attended the entire seminar including the awarding of applicable Continuing Professional Education Units/Hours.
• Force Majeure – any circumstances beyond the control of the Company may necessitate postponement, change of seminar venue or substitution of assigned Instructor. The Company reserves the right to exercise this clause and implement such amendments.
• Fair Access / Equal Opportunities – in the provision of its services as a world-class Training Provider, the Company is committed to provide fair access / equal opportunities throughout the delivery of its courses and assessment leading to the completion of training seminars, or 3rd party qualifications/certifications.